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Abstract

Purpose  - This paper discusses the contribution that strategic HR makes to organisational 
success and the crucial conversations that  HR must orchestrate to truly fulfil its strategic 
role.
 
Design/methodology/approach - Strategic HR has the potential to modernise 
management practice, bringing it  into line with the needs of the 21st century  organisation. 
The paper acknowledges that while the role of strategic HR is understood, there is often a 
difference between this understanding and what happens in practice - the ‘knowing-doing’ 
gap. To show how this gap can be addressed it presents a case study of building strategic 
HR capability in a leading retailer.  This case study defines strategic HR’s role in the case 
organisation and charts its evolution. The process of building strategic HR capability  is 
described in detail,  and components of  the resulting strategic development plan demonstrate 
a staged process for embedding strategic HR capability in the HR team.

Findings - Strategic HR balances business demands with the needs of the organisation and 
its  workforce to adapt to change. Effective strategy builders facilitate conversations beyond 
the bounds of the HR team. They hold the organisation’s vision and work in the space 
between this and the organisation’s ‘current reality’ to create a more sustainable future for all 
of the organisation’s stakeholders. 

Practical implications - Building strategic HR capability is building HR business leadership. 
To lead their organisations HR people must first lead themselves. The case study shows 
how HR people can build confidence and strategic leadership capability through a planned 
change process. It also shows how to build appetite and expectation for a strategic HR 
contribution among line colleagues. 

Originality/value - The paper shows the critical importance of strategic HR leadership  to 
today’s organisations. It acknowledges that there is often a ‘knowing-doing’ gap  for HR 
professionals and an ‘appetite’ gap for line colleagues. Triumpha’s strategic HR 
development framework shows how capability  can be developed and put into practice to 
create a more sustainable future for all of an organisation’s stakeholders.

Much has been written about the strategic contribution that  HR people can make to organisational success. There’s little 
doubt as to the contribution people make to organisational growth. The description of what ‘strategic HR’ looks like is well 
developed. Yet there remains a gap between what we know and what gets done in practice. 

The purpose of this paper is to outline a proven approach for bridging the strategic HR knowing-doing gap. 
At the core of the approach are the crucial conversations that HR professionals can and must catalyse within their 
organisations.
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What does real strategic HR look like?

Real strategic HR is  about putting people at the heart  of business to deliver sustainable performance and growth. It is 
about building the internal capacity and capability to ensure an organisation is fit for the future. 

Successful organisations need to be able to win continuously in their marketplace, anticipate and adapt to changing 
circumstances and create the conditions in which every employee can genuinely be engaged and give of their best. It 
requires HR professionals who can balance the demands of the external environment with the needs of the internal 
environment and enable business leaders and the workforce to do the same. 

Every business function will seek to understand their business environment and how their output impacts the wider 
organisation’s success. HR is unique in being integral to all of these functions, taking the lead in shaping practices that 
maximise the human side of the enterprise in every division where people work. Its contribution is,  in some respect, 
‘invisible’ - creating a pathway that is  owned by the organisation’s leaders and broadly understood and followed by the 
workforce. The hallmark of strategic HR leadership is in creating an organisational agenda that is humanistic and 
sustainable, highly commercial, relevant and, at times, game-changing.

Austerity-driven HR

Today’s organisations are crying out  for strategic HR leadership. Post-recessionary market  volatility means organisations 
remain under pressure to deliver more with less. Regulatory changes are reconfiguring the way we work, while 
globalisation brings both added competition and opportunities for expansion. Automation and the growth of knowledge-
based work have only increased the need to develop a talent pipeline.  

There is also another, potentially deeper and damaging recession with which employers must  deal.  This is what  Dr Judith 
Bardwick,  author of “One Foot out  of the Door”, describes as “the emotional or psychological recession” in which some 
employees still find themselves trapped. (Bardwick 2007).  Fearful of what could happen next and exhausted by the 
ravages of the past few years, these employees are simply unable to be as productive or innovative as they could be.  

Negative responses are a by-product of  extreme economic operating conditions, but they come as a more direct result of 
how individuals feel they have been treated by the organisation. Preoccupied by the bottom line and business survival, 
some business leaders may be struggling to engage or connect with their workforce, which is then left feeling 
undervalued,  uninspired and unwilling to go the extra mile.  According to research conducted in Australia and reported in 
the Occupational and Environmental Medicine journal,  the impact on mental health of a badly paid poorly supported or 
short-term job can be as harmful as no job at all. (Williams), 2011).

German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche said in Twilight of the Idols  (Nietzche, 2007): “He who has a why to live can 
bear almost any how.” As far as some workplaces are concerned,  the “why” is currently missing? The current talent 
management challenge is finding ways to get it back. 

Case study: embedding strategic thinking into HR

For HR to lead their organisations they must first lead themselves. So how does HR build its leadership  capability and 
make a greater strategic contribution to the organisation? 

One organisation currently taking this question seriously is the UK arm of a leading retailer. Its  purpose is to create the 
ultimate customer experience. Putting people at the heart of the business is essential for delivering this  customer 
experience, according to the UK HR director.

While the company’s HR team is credible in the business with a strong track record of success,  the challenge is that  they 
were “playing to the max with the toolkit they have,” says the HRD, and needed to “raise their game.” His aim is to “drive 
real business benefit through the service profit chain - customer service is influenced by employee engagement, which is 
driven by HR leadership. The metrics we use show profits to be gained from great  engagement,  so the size of the prize is 
substantial.”
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Working with the company in early 2011 Triumpha developed a planned change process of the following five steps: 

1. Building shared clarity on what great strategic HR looks like, using our strategic HR framework. This captured 
the essence of the role, key skills  and the behavioural strengths and values that underpin great HR work and 
engaged the team by bringing their work to life.

2. Diagnosing current reality - looking at what capabilities already exist and which are most important given 
organisational goals and context. This involved data gathering, with HR Business Partners (HRBPs) and their 
line colleagues each completing Triumpha’s strategic HR questionnaire online. Data provides a strong basis for 
decision-making and prioritising and a persuasive business case for the board.

3. Planning action – deciding what needs to be done to build on existing strengths and close gaps.

4. Taking action.

5. Evaluating the effects.

Diagnostics identify needs and perceptions

The diagnostic phase is designed to gain the engagement of key stakeholders whose support is essential to the 
successful implementation of the change project. It revealed that  the wider business has a high regard for its  HR team, 
while the HR function’s view of its own capability - unsurprisingly - was somewhat lower. But business colleagues 
showed less confidence in HR ability to contribute to organisational success – a view not shared by the HRD or the CEO. 

It  also identified the need to improve the HR function’s commercial acumen and its  ability to “talk business language 
about business issues,”  according to the HRD. “We will know we have been successful if the HRBPs can change the 
mindset of the business person with whom they partner. I  want them to help  their line colleagues get a sense of breadth 
about what a good HRBP is and can offer. I want the HRBPs to lead, using commercial awareness and strategic know-
how to challenge mindsets about how we can take the business forward.”

This  demonstrates a key challenge facing strategic HR – the need to build understanding among business leaders as to 
where they should expect HR to provide leadership.  A strategic HR agenda is simply a strategic business agenda led by 
HR. Building appetite and expectation for HR business leadership  is a vital stepping stone in crossing the knowing-doing 
gap.

Incorporating findings into the development program

Taking the results Triumpha worked with the company to co-design an HR Strategic Development Programme (HR 
SDP). The outline programme (see Figure 1) consists of  seven core modules, with opportunity for further modules to be 
added towards the end of the program.

Participants have pre-work to complete before starting,  and post-module coaching supports individual learning goals and 
action planning. Fieldwork assignments reflect the materials covered in the modules and begin after module three. This 
ensures participants have had a ‘safe space’ to explore and learn before they are required to do.

The modules provide the HR business partners with the following:
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Figure 1    The Seven modules of the HR strategic development program

• A safe environment to explore new ideas, concepts and learning. 

• Opportunities to test out ideas and reflect and integrate their learning. 

• A supportive learning community that shares experiences and collaborates to develop best practice.

• Individually tailored support. 

• Accountability, for applying learning in the business with ‘fieldwork’ assignments. Fieldwork assignments also 
cultivate a wider understanding of where HR can provide leadership in the business.

The conversations HR should catalyse

The modules reflect  the conversations HR people should be leading and catalysing in their organisations and the areas 
where they need to develop a point  of view and expertise. The exact content of these conversations will vary from one 
organisation to the next. They are contingent on context and environment,  goals, strategy and the current reality. Taking 
each in turn, their purpose is as follows: 

1. Business & Context

Informed HR players understand their business context and the stakeholders they serve. Understanding business and 
context is about making sense of a complex and ever changing picture and how it could affect the organisation. 
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It  requires that HR professionals develop and articulate a point of view. They must be able to tell the story, helping others 
to do the same. 

2. Setting Strategic Direction

To be fit for the future an organisation’s purpose must go beyond making money. People strategies should to be 
meaningful and engaging to succeed. People want to make a contribution to something that matters - to make a 
difference. The importance of employees finding meaning at work shouldn't be underestimated.  According to Dave 
Ulrich, professor at the University of  Michigan’s Ross School of Business and a partner at the RBL Group of consultants 
"making meaning makes money. Investors ascribe about 50 per cent of a firm’s market value to the intangibles of a firm, 
the reputation and ability to predict future earnings. When employees have more meaning and purpose,  the investors 
can have more confidence in the stream of future earnings.” (Ulrich and Ulrich, 2010).

The power of creating meaning

Ulrich directly links meaning to productivity:  "Productivity is often found in discretionary energy more than programs and 
policies. Employees who get more back will give more.  Leaders who are meaning-makers create value for multiple 
stakeholders.”

HR is integral to creating these “meaning-makers”. This means ensuring that planning sessions and goals go beyond the 
numbers to include the elements of strategy that will inspire, engage and connect the workforce to the organisation’s 
wider goals. Without a compelling raison d’être organisations cannot hope to tap into the full potential of their employees.

Creating opportunities for local dialogue on organisational ambition also helps to unify effort  and build team spirit.  When 
defence firm BAE was struggling to embed a major change programme, the HR team brought in an artist to create a 
visual picture of what a change programme would look like and discussed it in small groups. Understanding rose by  28 
percent  (Jameson, 2006). Actively preparing line managers to help employees understand the relevance of  their work to 
the wider organisational agenda is essential HR.

3.Strategy into Action

The third module turns plans into action by agreeing the specific requirements for leadership, cultural and behavioural 
capabilities,  teams and talent.  Sometimes HR people talk about how they cannot secure a chair at  the senior table.  But 
the bigger challenge is in filling it - producing a set of business requirements that will be led by HR.

The requirements evolve out of customer and stakeholder expectations, which HR then translates into internal employee 
behaviours and cultural capabilities, attuning the workforce to the needs of  the marketplace and making employee voice 
even more relevant. 

Designing and facilitating conversations with relevant  leaders and stakeholders promotes a shared understanding of the 
organisational goals and how to reach them. 

Team level focus

It  is worth focusing for a moment  on teams, the basic unit of most organisations yet an area often overlooked in HR 
strategy. 

Making teams an explicit part of the requirements definition process ensures resources are efficiently allocated. Discrete 
teams should have clear purposes, goals and tasks, and maintenance processes throughout their lifecycle. Indeed, at 
the R&D division of one FTSE-10 business, HR ensured in-house expertise was always available to project teams to 
help them through different problems and stages.  It represented a prioritised investment that reflected the organisation’s 
way of doing business and resulted in effective group work.
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4.Diagnosing with Impact & Solutions, Interventions and Metrics

When requirements are set, HR’s job  is to work out how to fulfil them. Traditionally, this exercise takes place within the 
confines of the HR department. The result is HR solutions that may be technically brilliant  but are met with resistance 
and fall short of expected returns. Today, the best-laid plans are grounded in the organisation’s ‘current reality.’ This 
ensures they are future-focused but applicable on a day-to-day basis and can adapt as reality changes. 

It  is important to have diversity of input. Involving those who are closest to, or have a perspective on, the work will build 
advocacy, commitment and understanding of what the business is trying to achieve. Informed, involved employees with a 
‘voice’ have capacity for innovative problem-solving and solution development.

According to collaborative change management expert Richard Axelrod (2010), setting up  these conversations relies on 
three critical elements: mutual honesty; transparency of information and decision-making;  and trust – both building it and 
imparting it to others to make smart decisions.  

5.Managing Change

By the time participants reach this module,  they have worked through multiple experiential learning cycles. What  remains 
is a conversation about how everything fits together and a deep dive into the different aspects of how to manage change 
effectively.

Strategic HR: a sustainable approach 

Strategic HR leaders are in prime position to role-model the collaborative and engaging leadership needed within today’s 
organisations.  Strategic HR professionals can design processes that widen involvement, invite employees voice, 
generate energy by tapping into strengths and capture the diversity and innovation inherent  in the organisation. We can 
orchestrate conversations on business and contextual challenges, internal realities and strengths, while applying 
technical expertise to designing and implementing relevant solutions.

All of this is underpinned by the shared values and behavioural strengths that are the hallmarks of strategic HR. 

At the time of  writing the case study’s HR team has completed module three of the SDP. They have shared 
understanding of their individual and collective strengths and areas for development, agreed learning goals and have 
contracted with their Franchise Directors for the fieldwork. 

Says the HRD: “We are making progress in line with our plan. It would have been easier to roll out a course on 
consulting skills or change management. However, I am confident that this strategic development programme will 
enhance the business contribution of my HR team. They will shortly lead a conversation with the CEO about the 
challenges facing the business and their initial thoughts on where HR can best contribute - a first.”

Delivering against the belief that ‘people are our greatest asset’ is  not  only possible, but essential for sustainable 
performance advantage.  It requires HR people to assume a leadership  role and orchestrate a series of crucial business 
conversations.  Strategic HR will modernise management practice, bringing it into line with the needs of the 21st century 
organisation. If HR does not lead on this agenda who else will?
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